LARRY DEAN MILES
CASE STUDIES – AN ADDENDUM TO MY CURRICULUM VITAE

Let’s take a closer look at the
challenges and problems
encountered and the solutions
I found that encompass user
experience design, visual design,
user centred design, interaction
design, collaboration, creative
thinking, leadership, people
management, using innovate
technologies, web/mobile/app
and much, much more…

MOJ & HMCTS
COMMON PLATFORM
Skills and tools used
User Experience
User Interface
Interaction Design
Graphic Design
User Centred Design
Information Architecture
Journey Mapping
Sketching
Wireframing
Prototyping
Stakeholder Management
Design leadership
GDS
GOV.UK prototyping
HTML, CSS and JavaScript
Branding
Adobe Creative Cloud
Axure RP
Marvel
Invision
Web application

Mobile

The problem
The Crime Programme brought together the Ministry of Justice (MoJ)
and Her Majesty’s Courts & Tribunals Service (HMCTS) for a join digital
reformation of the justice system called The Common Platform. The was
to fix a policy heavy, aging and broken justice and courts system end-toend. During discovery it was highlighted that there was a lot of churn
with duplicate work with processes based mostly on paper resulting in a
large number of errors, resulting in court cases failing to complete and
justice being lost.
Design process
As a senior UX designer I was involved with the Crime Programme for
over 5 years starting at the tail end of discovery, negotiating and working
with senior stakeholders regularly to understand policies and the
problems faced by both internal user as well as external users and
citizens. We also helped the business to better understand GDS
principles. Working with brilliant UX researchers, and closely with key
business stakeholders there was much sketching and wireframing that
lead to a definitive approach based on sound GDS principles, with
deviation from this as per our research and user testing findings. This
included the creating of personas, IA to help make sense of a
complicated court systems, journey mapping, sketching, wireframing,
prototyping, user testing, iteration, interaction and UI design. My team
and I worked closely with the policy, business and technical teams and
we always fought the good fight for the users (both internal and citizens).
The solution
This was a very complex project with dozens of development teams
working on solutions over many products that formed this digital reform.
This included the creation of design and content patterns (as an
addendum to GDS patterns). Changing the overall UI, interactions,
language and content to be more simplified and easier to understand,
whilst maintaining legal and legislative requirements.
The UX practice always took a UCD approach and our focus was to
keep a fine balance between the user and business needs, whilst
maintaining a good level of cohesion with the technical and development
teams. The overall solution was founded on sound user research and
testing, whilst keeping a strong UCD focus utilising GDS guidance to see
the things moving from discovery, to alpha, to beta and beyond.
Outcome
The final result has proven a massive shift in the way the courts work –
moving away from being paper based and process heavy to a much
more streamlined, digital solution that forms a solid foundation for the
courts going forward. We were successful in changing a paper heavy
process into being mostly digital – reducing time in physical courts by
move over 800,000 non-criminal cases out of the courtroom. GDS
principles and idealogy are more widely understood by the business. The
feedback from court users, prosecutors and citizens from the user
testing and live services feedback has been hugely positive. KPI’s for the
first service to go live, ATCM, have shown a nearly 70% increase in
successfully case completion whilst lower overall cost and most
importantly, helping to bring justice back into the courts.
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Orange indicates areas where allocation occurs

3 types of allocation

Please note

What are the different allocation tasks involved?

Indivisual cases will include an audit trail in the form of a case history
showing everyone that has had contact with the case.

Fully automated - tasks lands on My page
Semi-automatic - automated to team (e.g.taxi rank or manager allocated)
Manual - manual allocation to a team, then manual allocation by manger

Common Platform landing pages

There are four defined landing pages are each is comprised of groupings of various view components.

Landing page components

Detailed examples

What are the different landing page view components?
Metaviews
e.g. management, admin

Detail views
e.g. charging lawyer

Metaview: Team cases overview
The main focus is on team cases then team tasks

1

Team tasks view
Content filtering
Data visualisation
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My tasks view
Content filtering

5

Team tasks view
Content filtering
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Team cases view
Content filtering
Data visualisation
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My cases view
Content filtering

6

Team cases view
Content filtering

Data visualisation

Team cases overview

1

2

2

1

My tasks detail

3. Sortable and searchable list of my tasks

Detail view: My case detail
The main focus is on an individuals cases then team cases and tasks

4. Sortable and searchable list of my cases

1. Sortable and searchable list of team cases

Examples of landing page groups
Team tasks overview

Detail view: My tasks detail
The main focus is on an individuals tasks then cases

My cases detail

3

4

5

6

4

3

6

5

6. Sortable and searchable list of team cases

The larger number represents the landing pages focus and is mandatory.
Smaller numbers are optional and secondary in importance and ranked left to right - left being
more important and right being less important.

4. Sortable and searchable list of my cases
2. Sortable and searchable list of team tasks
5. Sortable and searchable list of team tasks

Criminal
Justice Services online
GOV.UK
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Outstanding Single Justice cases

Outstanding Single Justice cases
Last updated 9 April at 1:37pm

24

Prosecutor
results

All (TfL and TVL)

Case volumes

Oldest case

2471

487

total outstanding cases

24

cases ready to review

554

cases adjourned to
later SJP hearing

days

Breakdown of outstanding cases
Number of cases shown in circles
Ready in

Ready

Overdue

470

514

502

498

107

380

28-22 days

21-15 days

14-8 days

7-1 days

0-5 days

6+ days

Plea rate

Online plea

Cases missing an SJP notice

5

cases over 21 days old and
prosecutor has failed to
upload SJP notice

26%

7%

14 of 53
cases where at least 1 offence has a plea
(excludes cases awaiting withdrawal)

1 of 14
defendants made a plea online
(excludes cases awaiting withdrawal)

Help desk
Telephone: 0207 633 4140
Monday to Friday, 8am to 6pm (excluding public holidays)
Help by email
CPS users only: CJSCP-ServiceDesk@hmcts.gsi.gov.uk
All other users: CJSCP-ServiceDesk@hmcts.net
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BARCLAYS WEALTH & IB
Skills and tools used

The problem

User Experience

Barclays Charles River Anywhere (CRA) was and intricate and
complex union of three completely separate systems to manage
clients’ wealth and investment portfolios. It had become an over
encumbering behemoth from a previous age that was inflexible and
often forced clients to travel to the bank – it was time for Barclays
Wealth to evolve and become relevant in the very completive
segments of wealth and investment banking).

User Interface
Interaction Design
Graphic Design
User Centred Design
Journey Mapping
Sketching
Wireframing
Prototyping
Redlining

The main challenge was unifying three completely different aging
desktop only systems with their own branding, visual design, UI and
interactions. To add to user facing complexities was the integration
of three separate databases and solving for various demanding
regulatory processes. And the even though it wasn’t mandated at
the beginning of the project – create a user experience that would
seamlessly flow between desktop and tablet devices.

Stakeholder Management
Design leadership
HTML, CSS, jQuery & JavaScript
Branding
Adobe Creative Cloud
Axure, Marvel, Invision
Desktop and Tablet

UX process
Through user research directly with the private bankers and in some
cases their clients we identified what was redundant and what was
required across all three systems to meet the various user needs.
This was followed by creating basic prototypes (flats and Axure) for
further user testing that were iterated based on the user feedback
into more detailed, granular wireframes covering layout, UI and
interactions. This proved invaluable in gaining stakeholder buy-in to
invest heavily in backend database migration and integration as well
as creating a completely new UI.
The solution
During the visual design phase of the project I worked closely with
development to identity areas where the backend could improve as
well as where changes to the front end and user experience would
prove beneficial. Throughout this phase of the project we held
regular workshops with the users to ensure the changes being
made were well informed and improving the user experience and
interactions.
During development, I was part of the fortnightly sprints to ensure
design integrity and continued to hold regular research workshops
to observe how users interacted with the live development build
using real data. This led to further improvements for both the front
and back-end.
Outcome
The final result has proven a revolutionary change for Wealth and
Investment Banking for Barclays and for the first-time private
bankers can visit their clients at any location that is convenient for
them, freeing them from the tradition of clients needing to always
travel to the bank.
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OLIO SOCIAL APP
Skills and tools used

The problem

User Experience

The task was huge – create a new and fun way for social interaction
wherever you are.

User Interface
Interaction Design
Graphic Design
User Centred Design
Sketching
Wireframing
Prototyping
Redlining
Stakeholder Management
Team Management
HTML, CSS, jQuery,
JavaScript & Objective C
Branding & Logo Design
Adobe Creative Cloud
Axure RP
iOS App

There were many ideas during the initial brainstorming and
discovery sessions with the final idea being centred around user
created “events” within a short timeframe of up to 48 hours and
implemented via a mobile app.
UX process
The process started with creating static wireframes and paper
prototypes that I tested with users. As I iterated the designs they
solidified rapidly and evolved to interactive wireframe prototypes
and proof of concepts in Axure.
At the top of the list of must have features was security and based
on user feedback we chose to use “real time” selfies along with
user authentication. This put a face to a name and with the user
authentication all activities were recorded in a secure database.
Anyone using the app would then be able to see all the upcoming
events but not the selfies or names – only active users that are
signed in are able to see the full details and able to interactive with
others and join events.
The solution
During the visual design phase, I worked closely with backend dev
and business stakeholders. Although budget was limited I was still
able to squeeze in valuable user research using high fidelity
interactive prototypes followed by live dev builds.
During the development phase, and with the budget limitations, we
chose to focus on large metropolitan areas and London specifically.
With the longer-term goal for the app to be used anywhere.
The outcome
There were many features that didn’t make it into the first phase
and as there were grand ambitions not all of these features made it
through the sprints. However, the final result was a beautiful
experience that users found easy and fun to use – whether they
fancied a chat and coffee or a family play date a the park to meet
and make new friends.

ALT-FEST
Skills and tools used
User Experience
User Interface
Interaction Design
Graphic Design
User Centred Design
E-Commerce
Sketching
Wireframing

I was a founder and the creative genius behind a new summer
festival Alt-Fest – the largest alternative festival in the universe.
The problem
The challenge I faced when I first focused on the task of creating a
brand and experience for this summer festival was immense a blank
canvas on which I created brand, design and content guidelines
that formed the foundation of the digital experience and to help
grow and maintain a strong brand presence. This combined
with research, prototyping and testing I guided a small team to
create both offline and online presence that was unlike any other
summer festival.

Prototyping
Stakeholder Management
Team Management
HTML, CSS, jQuery
& JavaScript
Collaboration across the
music industry
Stakeholder collaboration
and management
Branding & Logo Design
Illustration
Creating guidelines
Adobe Creative Cloud
Joomla
Desktop, Tablet and Mobile

The process
As well as managing and directing the festival experience I was
closely involved with print, site layout, sound, stage and lighting
design for the festival including regular site visits to the festival
grounds.
One of the initial philosophies behind Alt-Fest was that is would be
a festival for the people and by the people – to achieve this I
incorporated user research and testing with festival goers, vendors
and artists, constantly examining current implementations and a
continue rhythm of iteration and integration of new technologies
and design practices including the design and integration of a
commerce solution.
Outcome
By working closely with artist, musicians, models, photographers,
filmmakers, promoters, managers and the general public I was able
to maintain a strong brand presence and consistent level and
quality for all aspect of design and experience for the festival.

MICROSOFT MUSIC
Skills and tools used

The problem

User Experience

The task was to deliver an experience which allows users to
discover new music and artist whilst at the same time providing
deep, rich and engaging content tailored to the music they care
most about along with an effective way to listen to and ultimately
purchase music, tickets and artist related merchandise on any
device from anywhere!

User interface
Graphic Design
Interaction Design
User Centred Design
Sketching

The UX process

Wireframing

I engaged early on with internal customers and organisations
across the company as well and user research with consumers and
music lovers to understand what existing online music experience
they liked and what they wanted but couldn’t find.

Redlining
Prototyping
HTML, CSS, jQuery
& JavaScript
Stakeholder Management
Team Management
Cross-team and CrossOrganisation collaboration
Adobe Creative Cloud
Desktop, Tablet, Mobile & App

The majority of music offerings at the time were task based with
commerce at the heart and they lacked a vibrant and exciting
experience that music deserves and music lovers demand. I had at
my disposal the world’s largest music library, the world’s largest
database of information and the means to reach more users
globally than any other music offering.
The solution and outcome

I worked on combining all of this - from understanding the backend
technologies to designing an enticing and amazing user experience.
By creating great user interface and visual design I, along with my
team of designers and researchers, created a music destination site
to rival Amazon and iTunes whilst offering user real substance –
bringing back the days of browsing in a record shop with friends
but updated to take full advantage of social media and the latest
technologies so everyone around the world can be a part of this
global music revolution no matter where they are or what device
they are using.

MSN NEWS
Skills and tools used

The problem

User Experience

I was senior UX Designer leading a team based in London (and
working with a team in the US) for a complete redesign and
rethinking of MSN News – taking a disparate group of global online
news sites and unifying them under a single brand and a cohesive
design that also offered the flexibility needed for the dozens of
cultures and languages involved (43 markets world-wide!). And to
add to this complexity we needed to ensure a growth in revenue.

User interface
Interaction Design
Graphic Design
Usability Design
Sketching
Wireframing
Redlining
Low to hifi & HTML Prototyping
Stakeholder Management
Team Management
Cross-team and CrossOrganisation collaboration
Desktop, Tablet, Mobile & App

The UX process
This included extensive user research, prototyping, wire framing
and documentation for both remote creative and development
teams as well as tools for a global sales force to use. Much of this
was done collaboratively through Agile Scrum and through getting
executive buy in for our innovative approach.
One of the most challenging aspects of this project was
collaborating with cross-group teams at Microsoft to create a new
experience that became a showcase for Windows 8 desktop, tablet
and mobile. I became closely involved in the Metro Design
Philosophy during the reinvention of MSN to create a news product
that our users wanted and would love to use as well as meet the
business needs for enticing and bringing customers back to
Windows in an ever-growing market place with more competition
that has ever been seen previously.
The solution
To solve the problem of growing revenue we focused on our users
and through a global user research program we approached the
business with a new direction – focus on the content and what our
users want as this will grow our user base and increase the time
they spend on the MSN. The result of this will be more value added
per user to our advertisers and in turn grow revenue. And you know
what – it worked as we predicted!
Outcome
MSN News has proven a massive success and has received rave
reviews from the industry and customers alike and it has since
informed the design and user experience for many of Microsoft’s
online consumer experiences.

